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Abstract—The availability of tremendous amount of
information has necessitated the need for retrieving useful
information from a huge collection. Information retrieval
systems assist the user to retrieve relevant information from
huge corpus depending on user need specified in the form of
query.
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probabilistic, Inference Network and Brief Network. The
performance of these models can be evaluated using
measures [1] such as precision and recall.

In this paper, we discuss various information retrieval
models and methods for evaluating a model. Also we discuss
an application where an IR model can provide a solution.
Keywords—Information retrieval, Tokenization, Cosine
Similarity, Vector Space, Boolean, Semantic, Indexing,
Scoring, Ranking, Search Engine

I.

INTRODUCTION

Information Retrieval (IR) is the process by which a
collection of data is represented, stored, and searched for
the purpose of knowledge discovery as a response to a
user request [2]. Almost all applications that handle
information on the internet would fail without the support
of information retrieval technology. IR model is a base of
a search engine which is a vital component of World
Wide Web. IR systems perform ranking of documents
based on their estimation of the usefulness of a document
for a user query. Many IR systems assign a numeric score
to every document and perform ranking of documents
based on its computed score. The traditional IR models
[3] are basically classified as Set-theoretic, Algebraic and
Probabilistic model. The Set-theoretic models include
Boolean, Case-based reasoning, Fuzzy set and extended
Boolean. The Algebraic models include Vector-Space,
Generalized Vector-Space, Latent Semantic Indexing and
Neural Network. The Probabilistic models include Basic

Fig. 1. A general process of Information retrieval

IR system supports the following processes [3]:
 representation of the content of the documents,
 representation of the user's information need
 Comparison of two representations.
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A set of documents are indexed in a summarized manner.
A user specifies the need for information in the form of
query with query formulation process.
Both
representations are then compared and matched to retrieve
relevant information.
Based on retrieved documents, a relevance feedback can
be provided to reformulate the query for better results.
In this paper we discuss each of the IR models and also
the performance measures used to evaluate them.
II.

IR MODELS

A. Set-Theoretic models

Boolean
This is the basic model of information retrieval. It
deals with using logical functions in the query to
retrieve the required data. This model is based on set
theory and Boolean algebra which together form a
model for determining the data.
Documents that are being searched in the database are
sets of terms while Queries, given by the user are
Boolean expressions on terms [1]. The terms are
combined using AND and OR operators, where AND
is intersection or logical product of any term and OR is
union or logical sum of any terms.
The approach of Boolean model is as follows:
Suppose,
Document (D) =Logical conjunction of keywords.
Query (Q) =Boolean expression of keywords and
record,
R (D, Q) = D  Q
D = t1  t2  …  tn
Q = (t1  t2)  (t3  t4)
D Q, thus R(D, Q) = 1.
This approach was simple and easy to implement. But
the biggest drawback of this approach was that there
was no concept of ranking and it gives only the exact
match [1].
 Case-based reasoning
CBR[7] is a simplest model which is build of set of
cases and stored in knowledge base known as case
bases. Consider cases to be CVs and corpus to be case
bases. A case is divided into two parts, one is problem
description part and another is problem solution part.
The problem description part provides set of CVs to
the reasoning model and the problem solution part
does processing on CVs and gives output from the
reasoning model. This model is also called as problem
solving method because the HR composes a search
query and at the same time if the problem is
encountered then he or she wants to solve it. A
problem is solved by retrieving and reusing the same
experiences from the corpus i.e. case bases. If the
solution to the problem is found then we add CVs i.e.
cases to the corpus i.e. case bases for further retrieval
and reuse.
CBR consists of four phases:”retrieve”, ”reuse”,
”revise”, ”retain”.The “retrieve” phase is used to

retrieve CVs from the corpus. The “reuse” phase uses
the already existing solutions to solve a new problem.
This phase ends by manipulating the IR process or
presenting queries to the HR. The “revise” phase is
used for building up the corpus i.e. case bases which
acts as a backbone of the CBR.A new CV i.e. case is
retained, if revise phase requires more than one reuse
phase to achieve a satisfactory result. The major
drawback of this model is that CBR model fails when
a search query does not satisfy the user needs.
 Fuzzy set
Fuzzy Set Model is a formal framework used to
improve the extensions of Boolean model, concerning
both the representation of documents and the query
language without redesigning it completely. This
model behaves like a set whose elements contain
degree of association. Here, the completely belongs or
does not belong to a given set. The output of this
model is given in terms of true and false where true
represents 1 and false represents 0. [6]
According to the extension of Boolean model, each
document is represented as a fuzzy set of terms. With
respect to the information contained in the document a
numeric weight is specified for each term associated
with a document.[6] The relation between document
and terms is defined as
F: D * T -> [0,1]
A document is then represented as fuzzy set of terms,
{µ(s)/s}, in which µ(s) = F(d,s) [6]. The fuzzy
document representation is based on the definition of a
weighted indexing function, in which the weight
specifies the index of the search term in the particular
documents.
 Extended Boolean
The biggest drawback of Boolean Model was that
there was no concept of ranking and it gives only the
exact match. In order to overcome this problem an
Extended Boolean Model was developed. The aim of
this model is to implement partial matching i.e. if
some of the queried terms are also matched then it
gives a relevant document. The model also performs
ranking on the similarities between the queries and
documents. The major drawback of this model is that it
cannot rank the documents in decreasing order of
relevance [6].
B. Algebraic models
 Vector-Space
The VSM is an algebraic model used for Information
Retrieval. The concepts of the vector space model is
that it places terms, documents, and queries in a termdocument space and computes the similarity score
Working
Step-1: Each document is broken down into a word
frequency table.
The tables are called vectors and can be stored as
arrays.
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Step-2: A vocabulary is built from all the words in all
documents in the system.
Step-3: The vocabulary needs to be sorted.
Step-4: Each document is represented as a vector
based against the vocabulary
Step-5: Queries can be represented as vectors in the
same way as documents.
Similarity measures
Documents are compared with the input query and the
most similar documents are returned using similarity
measure. The most popular similarity measure is the
cosine coefficient, which measures the angel between
a document vector and query vector.
The cosine measure:
The cosine measure calculates the angle between the
vectors.
For two vectors d and d’ the cosine similarity between
d and d’ is given by:
(D * D’ ) / | D | * | D’ |
Here d X d’ is the vector product of d and d’,
calculated by multiplying corresponding frequencies
together.
 Generalized Vector-Space
VSM is linearly independent and are orthogonal
whereas GVSM is linearly independent, but not pair
wise orthogonal [13].
GVSM extend the standard Vector Space Model
(VSM) by adding additional types of information, in
the representation of documents. Semantic information
can boost text retrieval performance with the use of
GVSM. It is an alternative to VSM.
GVSM is term to term correlations, where a new space
is considered, where each term vector ti was expressed
as a linear combination of 2 n vectors mr, r = 1..2 n
.The similarity measure between a document and a
query then became

Where, the term vectors ti and tj need not be known, as
long as the correlations between terms ti and tj are
known [19].
 Latent Semantic Indexing
LSI [12] retrieves information on the based on
meaning of a document. It is a technique in NLP of
analyzing relationships between documents and the
terms they contain by producing a set of concepts
related to the documents and terms. A truncated
singular value decomposition (SVD) is used to
estimate the structure in word usage across
documents.SVD is a least-squares method. LSI is
measure
for
dimensionality
reduction.
A
dimensionality reduction technique takes a set of

objects which are in high-dimensional space and
represents in a low dimensional space often could be
in 2D or 3D space.
LSI tries to capture hidden structure using techniques
from linear algebra.
Advantage of LSI is new dimensions are a better
representation of documents and queries.LSI analysis
recovers the original semantic structure of the space
and its original dimensions.
Disadvantage of LSI is Efficiency, if the query has
more terms than its representation in the LSI vector
space, then inner product similarity scores will take
more time to compute in term space, increases the
search time.

Neural Network
The Neural Network is feed-forward networks. In IR,
the output of the entire network is often either a
vector representation of the input or some predicted
scores [9]. Information Retrieval of Neural Network
use deep neural network to rank search result in form
of query. Neural models [10] learn representations of
language from raw text that can bridge the gap
between query and document vocabulary. Neural
network ranking have adopted for textual IR
applications includes ad-hoc retrieval, question
answering etc.
C.

Probabilistic models


Basic probabilistic
The main feature of probabilistic model is that it ranks
the documents depending upon how relevant the
document is to the given query. The probabilistic
ranking principle states that “If a reference retrieval
system's response to each request is a ranking of the
documents in the collection in order of decreasing
probability of relevance to the user who submitted the
request, where the probabilities are estimated as
accurately as possible on the basis of whatever data
have been made available to the system for this
purpose, the overall effectiveness of the system to its
user will be the best that is obtainable on the basis of
that data” [7]. According to the probabilistic ranking
principle the documents in the collection are ranked in
the order of decreasing probability based on the query
entered by the user. The accuracy of the probabilities
estimated solely depends upon the information
provided to the system [7].
The probabilistic model works as follows: Firstly the
user enters a query and a set of documents is then
returned by the search engine, from this set the user
marks some documents as relevant and some as
irrelevant, this provides the user with a preliminary
probabilistic description of the ideal answer set. Based
on this description the search engine computes new
relevance results. By repeating this process many
times, the system comes closer to the real description
of the ideal answer set. This is how the processing of
the query is done. The probabilistic model makes use
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of the formula O(R)=P(R)/1-P(R), where R means
document is relevant.
The main limitation of this model is that initially the
document is in the ideal set or irrelevant. It becomes
difficult to compute the probability that the retrieved
documents are relevant. This model is very complex
since neither the weights nor the ideal set is defined.

Inference Network
In this model the query entered by the user is
considered as an assertion, and only those documents
are retrieved for which the assertion is true. In this
model a document creates an instance of a term by
assigning a certain weight and then depending upon
the credit from multiple terms the document score is
computed [3] .
An inference network is an acyclic dependency graph.
In the graph index term variables, query variables and
document variables are represented as nodes in the
network. The dependence relation between document
node and its term nodes is represented by an edge
between them. This indicates that observation of the
document yields improved belief in its term nodes.
Query variables mean that information specified by the
user in the form of query has been met. In inference
network model the inference network consists of two
networks:
1. Document network-The document network consists
of all the documents and schemes. Once a document
network is built its structure does not change during
query processing [5].
2. Query network-it consists of a single node which
represents the information needed by the user in the
form of a query. The structure of this network may
change during query processing as the user is allowed
to add more queries to the network to make the search
efficient [5].

Brief Network
Brief Network Model [14] uses a clearly defined
sample space and therefore it separates the document
and the query portions of the network.
Sample space contains indexed terms and each
document is indexed by the index term. Each index
term is a document referred to as concept and the
whole set is called concept space. A user query which
contains the terms used to index the query in the set is
represented as a concept in the set. Similarly a
document which contains terms used to index the
document can be represented as a concept in the
concept space. In this model the query entered by the
user is considered as network node which is
associated to the document represented as a binary
variable.
III.

Relevant documents
Documents retrieved
Documents not
retrieved

TABLE 1. CONTIGENCY MATRIX

variable A and D is the number of correct results and
variable B and C indicates the number of incorrect results
Precision
Precision is the ratio of the number of relevant records
retrieved to the total number of irrelevant and relevant
records retrieved.
Precision=(A/A+C)*100%
A is the number of relevant records retrieved and
C is the number of irrelevant records retrieved
Recall
Recall is the ratio of the number of relevant records
retrieved to the total number of relevant records in the
database. Drawback is that, the total number of relevant
items in a database cannot be measured.
Recall=(D/C+D)*100%
D is the number of irrelevant records not retrieved and
C is the number of irrelevant records retrieved.
IV. IR MODEL BASED APPLICATION
As an application of IR based model, consider the
following scenario:Recruiting and assigning right candidate for right job
consumes significant time and efforts in an organization
as the HR has to perform manual search to retrieve
relevant CVs. So, solution to this problem is a CV
retrieval system based on job description. CVs in text
document or pdf form can be accepted. System will apply
an IR model and retrieve the CVs that match the job
description entered by the HR in the form of query.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have classified and reviewed the various
IR models. The merits and demerits of each model are
analyzed. Also, we have discussed an application which
can make use of IR technique and make the task more
efficient.
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